
VVVR
Virtual Video Viewing Room

Preface by Edmund Cardoni:

From its inception in 1975, Hallwalls famously 
exhibited (and sponsored in-person visits 
from the makers of ) both video art and 
experimental film, which at that time were not 
merely different formats for moving pictures, 
but two totally different disciplines, with 
distinct technologies and aesthetics and 
very little overlap. For just one example, 
when experimental filmmaker Tony Conrad 
(The Flicker, 1966) switched over to video, it 

was big news, a watershed moment in the 
last quarter of 20th-century art history.
NYSCA funded these disparate art forms 
from separate programs with separate 
budgets and staffs (Film was one, Video 
the other, since merged into today’s single 
EMF program: Electronic Media & Film), 
as did the NEA (Film and Media Arts). 
Hallwalls got grants from all these pro-
grams, and for its first 15–20 years, em-
ployed separate staff curators, one for 
video, one for film.

Millennials will have to take my Boomer 
word for this next part: Our big screen 
was reserved for film. We had 16mm film 
projectors (still do actually), but there 
were no video projectors yet. In-person 
presentations by video artists consisted 
of an artist sitting in a wooden folding 
chair next to a “monitor” (TV set). There 
were no home video cartridges (there 
weren’t even audio CDs!), consumer home 
video players, or VCRs. People did watch 
“videos” on TV, but they were music videos 

and it was on MTV. There was no World 
Wide Web,  let alone YouTube. Moreover, 
when video was exhibited in galleries and 
museums as art (which it rarely was back 
then), there was no immersive projection
in pitch-black rooms like now, only 
monitors there, too, boxy TV sets, 
no flat screens.

But what Hallwalls—specifically 
early video curators Kathy High and 
Chris Hill , and later film curator turned 
video co-curator Barbara Lattanzi—did 
when Hallwalls moved from 30 Essex 
Street to 700 Main Street in 1980 was 
build video art its own “gallery,” off the 
main gallery, the Video Viewing Room 
(VVR). They would curate works of video 
art (initially in the form of large Umatic 
or 3/4” video cartridges) into exhibitions, 
organized around themes, write program 
notes or even produce catalogs, and 
place them next to a monitor in a room 
furnished with comfortable stuffed 
chairs, for visitors to view at their leisure. 

This quarantine-inspired VVVR (Virtual 
Video Viewing Room) exhibition series 
of video art (with a few film-to-video 
transfers), guest-curated by one-time 
staff video curator and video historian 
Laura McGough,  Ph.D. , is a conceptual 
homage to those days, organized the 
same way, but being made available to you 
at home with today’s technology: Hallwalls’ 
web site and the artists’ and filmmakers’ 
own Vimeo links. Enjoy them at your 
leisure on the couches and comfy chairs 
of your own VVVR.


